Serenity in Leadership
in Turbulent Times
Creating ROI by
Boosting Self-Esteem
and other inspiring talks,
that engage and create action
– both in German and English
Klicken Sie hier für Deutsch
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Martin Laschkolnig is an expert and professional
speaker on personal development, leadership and
change. Whether you choose “Serenity in Leadership in turbulent times“ or another of his talks, he
will inspire you and your attendees with his rhetorical brilliance, enthusiasm and Austrian charm.
Martin Laschkolnig entertains, moves, stimulates
to thinking outside the box, creates enthusiasm
and a desire to take action and connection among
participants.
The talk will be tailored to your needs,
rhetorically and with regard to the content.
Availability for detailed briefing and arrival ahead
of time with sufficient buffer for tech check, etc.
are just as self-understood, as the availability for
the participants after the lecture.
Enrich your event with an experience that your
participants will talk about for a long time!
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What would be possible, if
we were not limiting ourselves?
With Martin Laschkolnig you‘ll get a
speaker who will move your
audience, inspire them to think outside the box and creates the desire to
take action and embrace change.
All talks are tailored to the needs of
the respective audience or group,
providing the answers that your
industry needs to successfully master
the challenges ahead.
His talks are based on 30+ years of
experience and study in the personal
development world, leadership,
change management and also
include Eastern and Western
philosophy and spirituality.
Find an overview of all available
topics on the next pages:

Moving Mountains Togehter
Talk or Workshop

Innovation, creativity and engagement
cannot be ordered or bought, a company
and a leader has to earn them.
Learn here how to create an environment
where leaders and employees will co-create
a corporate culture that will enable you
to move mountains together and master
change.
It takes 5 specific steps to create such an
environment–and the good news is that it
is not a question of money. Learn in this talk
that is suitable for leaders as well as team
members alike, how you can do that in your
company, association or even in your family.
Target group:

entrepreneurs, leadership
of all levels, employees, HR

Formats:
Keynote 30–90 minutes
		Keynote Experiene 1–3 h
Languages:

German and English

Serenity in Leadership in Turbulent Times
Talk

Change, Digitalisation, Agility ... is everything put upside
down? How do we prepare for the future?
Well, one thing remains the same–people want and need an
environment that inspires and motivates.
The immediate leader is the deciding factor whether an
employee will be fully engaged or just physically present.
When you as that leader will be able to come from a place
of serenity instead of panic, you‘ll be able to be an inspiring
leader.

”Money is not a motivational
factor–but an inspiring leader
absolutely is!“

Target group:

entrepreneurs, leadership of all levels, HR

Formats:
Keynote 30–90 minutes
		Keynote Experiene 1–3 h
Languages:

German and English
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Strong from Within - “Miracle Confidence”
Talk

Turn your inner critic into your best coach and find the source on
inner strength. This will allow you to take the next steps full of
confidence. What would be possible if you could eliminate your
patterns of self sabotage? Live a full and fullfilling life!
Before you can lead others, you've got to lead yourself first!

„Events happen,
but your reaction decides,
what the result will be!“

Target groups: Self employed, entrepreneurs, leadership on all
levels, employees, sales, MLM
Formats:
Keynote 30–90 minutes
		Keynote Experiene 1–3 h
Languages:

German and English

The Success Principles /
Smart Instead of Hard
Talk or Workshop

This is pure inspiration for anyone who
want to do more, achieve more and earn
more. Based on 40 years of research and
more relevant than ever:
Release your mental breaks and reach
your goals with greater ease for more
profit, more free time and more fulfillment in life. This is seriously motivating inspiring, entertaining and creating the
desire to take action.

Target group:

Self employed, entrepreneurs, leaders on all
levels, sales staff, MLM

Formats:
Keynote 30–90 minutes
		Keynote Experiene 1–3
h
Languages:

German and English

How to Release Stress easily
Talk or Workshop

Stress, hectic lives and overwhelm are our daily company. Learn in this talk the surprisingly easy way to release
stress with Tapping (a.k.a. EFT or Emotional Freedom
Techniques). You'll be amazed how fast it is possible to
let go of stress, regain our footing and all of that often in
just a few minutes.
What would it be worth to you to enter your next pitch
or negotiation being calm and not stressed out?
This talk is highly interactive and can be applied in daily
life immediately afterwards.

“Do you want to be
right or happy? Both? What if you
had to choose one?”
Target group:

Anyone, who wants to experience less
stress and prevent burn out

Formats:
Keynote 45–90 minutes
		Keynote Experiene 1–3 h
Languages:

German and English

What clients say

“

To me ... your talk was the best of the whole 3 days!
Kris Stelljes, Germany*

” The talk "Moving Mountains Together" by Martin Laschkolnig was the perfect conclusion
of our Leadership Conference. ... Fabulous talk, professional in all aspects! I am gladly recommending him to anyone“
Gerald Steger, CEO Cafe+Co, Austria*

Highly invigorating and inspiring!
John Tims, Team-Negos, France

.. Martin enriches information and knowledge by radiating a possession of deep universal
wisdom. His presentation ... was crisp & clear and entertaining and captured the attention
of our audience. ...
Hans Ruinemans
Founder & First President of the PSA Holland

... Since the event I was able to reach many goals and I am very close to reaching a really big
goal that I had set for the end of the year. ...
Bernhard Cejka, Allianz, Austria*

Martin is highly creative and fun to work with. He has an ability to see new possibilities and
fresh perpectives; then teach you how these ideas can easily be applied. He is a native German speaker, who has an exceptional mastery of English.
Eilidh Milnes, UK
* translated from German

About

Martin

Laschkolnig

Martin Laschkolnig is an entrepreneur and expert for
developing potential, self-esteem and motivation. His
excellent, almost accent-free English is easily understood by all kinds of multi-cultural audiences.
Martin Laschkolnig brings two worlds together. On the
one hand a practical, down-to-earth approach based
on a western education in economy and decades of
leadership experience, including building a franchise
organisation with 100+ partners. On the other hand
years of philosophical and epistemological studies with
Tibetan monk scholars in India. The combination of
both allows a different approach much needed in the
uncertain times we are facing today.
He is a Past President of the German Speakers Association, a member of the Board of Directors of the Global
Speakers Federation, as well as a Founding Member of
the Evolutionary Business Council and of the Association
of Transformational Leaders Europe.
The Promise: As a professional through and through
Martin will embrace your needs and goals for your event.
So that you can relax and focus on organizing your event.
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International Keynote Speaker
Talks, Seminars & Coaching

Institut für Potentialentwicklung
Südtirolerstr. 28, A-4020 Linz
T: +43 732 298 098
info@martinlaschkolnig.at
www.MartinLaschkolnig.at

facebook.com/MartinLaschkolnig

twitter.com/MLSuccess

https://www.xing.com/profiles/Martin_Laschkolnig

https://www.linkedin.com/in/laschkolnig

